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Abstract

Secure comparison protocol is an important branch of secure multi-party
computation(SMPC), which compares the size of input data without disclosing
any information between participants. The development of cloud computing
provides an application platform for SMPC, but it also brings new challenges. In
cloud computing with SMPC, clients need to process their own data and submit
the processed data to a cloud server, which then performs the computation. In
this process, not only the clients need to maintain an honest state at all times,
but sensitive data on the cloud server side may also be exposed. In this paper,
zero-knowledge proof and homomorphic encryption techniques are used to
improve Damg̊ard-Geisler-KrØigaard(DGK) comparison protocol. The improved
secure comparison protocol can not only safely calculate private data, but also be
applicable to malicious participant model. Finally, the security analysis shows that
the proposed scheme not only ensures the privacy security of participants, but
also ensures the data fairness of comparison protocols.

Keywords: secure comparison protocols; zero-knowledge proof; homomorphic
encryption; cloud computing

Introduction
Nowadays, due to the continuous progress of network technology, many security

fields need cooperative computing to solve some security problems [1]. Including

edge computing, secure multi-party computation, deep learning, cloud computing,

federated learning, Internet of Things, etc [2] [3]. At the same time, participants

need to provide sensitive data for cooperative calculation, which also brings security

challenges to data privacy. Not only are they vulnerable to attacks by malicious ad-

versaries during data transmission [4], but also sensitive data is easy to leak during

data fusion [5]. For example, in a multi-party cloud computing scenario, partici-

pants need to truthfully submit their private data to the cloud server, so private

data is vulnerable to malicious attacks or interception during transmission, and the

cloud server cannot fully guarantee data privacy security. This paper proposed a

comparison protocol is based on partially homomorphic encryption can solve this

problem, that is, each client uses homomorphic encryption algorithm to encrypt

its own secret input, and then sends the resulting ciphertext to the cloud server.

Finally, the cloud server performs operations on the ciphertext and sends the com-

parison results to each client. In the whole process, the cloud server knows nothing

about the data information.

In the scheme proposed in this paper, partially homomorphic encryption ensures

that data is operational, while zero-knowledge proof [6] is used to prevent partici-
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pants from submitting false or incorrect data, 1-out-of-n Oblivious Transfer (OT)

technology [7] is used to ensure that the remote cloud server cannot obtain any

private data input by any participant, and ultimately all parties can only get the

result of the comparison agreement.

Related Work
With the development of 5G technology [8] and the popularity of intelligent mo-

bile devices, although it provides convenience for people’s life, the huge amount of

data also brings severe challenges to various fields [9] [10]. Terminal devices can-

not process such huge and sensitive data, such as artificial intelligence, Internet of

Things(IoT), wireless sensors, machine learning and so on [11] [12]. The emergence

of cloud computing effectively solves this problem. Cloud computing is a technology

that can conduct data processing and storage on the remote cloud server, and at

the same time, it allows any device connected to the Internet to access data [13].

Cloud computing is not only widely used in computer terminals, but also can be ap-

plied to mobile terminals. For example, in the study [14], the authors used a GPU

acceleration method to greatly improve the data processing capability on mobile

devices, and in [15] proposed a Web API recommendation method for mobile APP

development based on correlation graphs.

In a cloud computing environment, users’ data and computing are migrated to an

external, virtualized ”cloud server” [16], and the cloud server performs data opera-

tions and storage. Although this method can reduce the maintenance of computer

hardware and software [17], it also brings many privacy security challenges [18]. For

example, the load of big data unloading on the network and the leakage of private

data and other security issues [19]. In the study of [20], the author designs a deep

reinforcement learning (DRL)-based dynamic task offloading(DDTO) algorithm to

solve this problem. The DDTO algorithm can not only adapt to the dynamic com-

plex environment, but also can maximize the task completion under the allowed

delay. In the aspect of data security privacy protection, secure multi-party compu-

tation based on homomorphic encryption has become more and more mainstream to

protect data privacy [21]. Mostapha Derfouf et al. proposed a security protocol based

on partial homomorphic encryption [22], and compared the protocol with the fully

homomorphic encryption protocol, and analyzed the advantages and disadvantages

of the two schemes. Effectively solving the security challenges in cloud computing

is the foundation of establishing the Industrial Internet of Things(IIoT) [23].

Secure multi-party computation can effectively solve the security and privacy

problems in cloud computing [24]. In 1982, Yao [25] proposed the millionaire prob-

lem, which officially launched the study of secure multi-party computation, in which

several participants with secret inputs work together to compute a function and get

their own output, but none of the participants get any information about the in-

puts [26]. Secure multi-party computation can be achieved by garbled circuits, secret

sharing, and homomorphic encryption [27]. This paper mainly improves the secu-

rity comparison protocol proposed by Damg̊ard, Geisler and KrØigaard(DGK) [28],

The main idea is to use the additive homomorphism of homomorphic encryption

algorithm to calculate each bit, so as to compare the size of input from both sides

without compromising privacy.
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There is also research on federated learning to protect data privacy in transit.

In [29], the authors propose a federated learning (FL) approach for geographic

POI recommendation, which protects the privacy of user data communication while

providing better POI recommendation. Blockchain is decentralized and immutable,

so many studies use blockchain to protect privacy [30]. However, whether it is public

chain or private chain, so there is not only the risk of data leakage, but also the

data is easy to be maliciously attacked and participate in the evil of nodes [31] [32].

In the study of [33], the authors mainly introduced the advantages and differences

of edge computing compared with cloud computing, and analyzed the data security

problems therein. In the study of [34], the author designs an access control and

computational resource allocation algorithm to obtain the optimal solution and

achieve the maximum utility of resource allocation.

Secure multi-party computation based on Full-Homomorphic

In 2009, Gentry [35] first proposed a completely homomorphic encryption scheme,

which can carry out arbitrary operations in the form of ciphertext. However, the

key storage and generation of fully homomorphic schemes are too heavy on the net-

work, which makes them impractical. In the study of [36], the dynamic unloading

algorithm proposed by the author can effectively improve the user utility function

and realize the optimal unloading of dynamic data. In the study of [37], Han et

al. introduced the multi-key full-homomorphic encryption scheme based on LWE

encryption scheme and the attribute-based multi-key full-homomorphic encryption

scheme, which can perform secure multi-party computation in an insecure cloud

environment. In the study [38], the authors discussed the advantages and disad-

vantages of different FHE schemes in detail, and finally gave suggestions on the

prospect of FHE application in cloud computing.

Secure multi-party computation based on Partially Homomorphic Encryption

In 2018, Zainab Hikmat Mahmood et al. [39] constructed a hybrid homomorphic

encryption scheme using the additive homomorphic GM algorithm and the multi-

plicative homomorphic RSA algorithm, which not only improved the security, but

also optimized the computational overhead of the algorithm, but still needs to trust

the interaction between clients. In the study of [40], the authors use Wireless Body

Area Network (WBAN) to authenticate nodes, which improves the reliability of

data. This authentication method can reduce the storage cost and resource loss

in the process of data transmission. In the study of [41], The authors propose a

secure approach for data sharing between different domains based on edge com-

puting model. The problem of authentication between different domains is solved,

which is effective to ensure the trust of nodes. In 2019, Ghanem Sahar M et al. [42]

extended homomorphic Encryption Library (HElib) to support Secure Multiparty

Computation is detailed. The performance of the scheme is also analyzed. In 2020,

Becher Kilian et al. [43] proposed a multi-Party Computation Protocol Based on

a novel approach to random index distribution Secure. In 2021, Luo et al. [44]

constructed a multi-round SMPC by using information entropy, which ensured the

security between participants and was more suitable for cloud computing.
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Figure 1 secure multi-party cloud computation

This paper focuses on the security comparison protocol based on partially ho-

momorphic encryption. And uses the concept of secure multi-party cloud compu-

tation(SMCC). In this framework(See figure 1), the cloud server performs some

calculations on the data and produces an output. In most of the research on multi-

party secure computing, collusion or evil among the participants will affect the

correct execution of the protocol. Therefore, the scheme in this paper supervises

the participants by verifying the zero-knowledge proof and correctly implements

the comparison protocol, without disclosing any privacy information of input data

during the protocol process, and is expected to be applied to practical practical

applications [45]. The main work of this paper is as follows:

Our contribution

• This scheme uses non-interactive zero-knowledge proof to improve the DGK

comparison protocol. By means of the cloud server verifying the zero-

knowledge proof, a security comparison protocol that participants cannot do

evil is constructed without affecting the security of the original protocol. The

improved protocol can not only perform ciphertext comparison calculation

safely, but also be applicable to malicious models of participants.

• This scheme uses the additive homomorphism of homomorphic encryption

algorithm to split the xOR calculation step of the original protocol in four

rounds, so that the server can carry out the calculation stage independently.

Compared with the original protocol, the improved protocol can prevent the

parties from breaking the protocol by communicating with each other during

the computing process, and finally it is more suitable for cloud computing

scenarios.

• In the scenario of cloud computing, since servers perform computing tasks,

there may be a problem of privacy data disclosure by servers. In this scheme,

the server obtains the key bits of the ciphertext through the OT technology.

This process does not reveal the privacy of the plaintext input of any client,

which not only protects the privacy of the input of participants, but also

improves the fairness of the protocol.

Preliminaries
AH-ElGamal Encryption Algorithm

AH-ElGamal [46] is a variant design of ElGamal [47] encryption algorithm. It has

the property of addition homomorphism, that is, given the ciphertext E(m1, r1)

and E(m2, r2) under the same public key, the private key holder can obtain

the ciphertext sum of m1 and m2, through homomorphism calculation, that is,

E(m1, r1)E(m2, r2) = E(m1 +m2, r1 + r2). The algorithm consists of key genera-

tion, encryption and decryption.

Key Generation Select two large prime numbers a and b randomly, let n = ab,

select two generators g and h in Z∗
n, select number x in Zn randomly, set the public

key to (n, g, h, y), calculate y = hxmodn and set the private key to x.
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Encryption Encrypts the message m, selects the number r randomly, obtains the

ciphertext C = E(m) = (c1, c2) = (gmyr, hr).

Decryption gm = c1(c
x
2)

−1 is first computed and then searched according to the

pre-computed index table with respect to g to obtain plaintext m.

Zero-Knowledge Proof

Zero-knowledge proof (ZKP) was first proposed by Golfwasser et al. [48] in 1985.

It means that the prover proves to the verifier that an event is true without giving

away any relevant information. Zero knowledge proof system has three character-

istics: completeness, reliability and zero knowledge. Completeness means that the

verifier always accepts a proposition when it is indeed true. Reliability refers to the

probability that the proposition will be accepted by any fraudulent prover when the

proposition is not standing. Zero knowledge means that the prover does not learn

anything new about the proposition from the proof.

Zero knowledge proof is divided into interactive and non-interactive. Interactive

zero-knowledge proof means that the prover needs to challenge the prover constantly

to verify the ”knowledge” of the prover without disclosing the information of the

”knowledge”. Non-interactive does not require repeated challenges, but rather uses

random oracle to challenge. Zero-knowledge proofs in this paper replace all chal-

lenges with hash values through fiat-Shamir [49] heuristic algorithm, which can

be used to transform interactive zero-knowledge proofs into non-interactive zero-

knowledge proofs.

Oblivious Transfer

Oblivious Transfer (OT) is a cryptographic protocol first proposed by Rabin [50] in

1981. In this protocol, the message sender sends a message from the database to the

receiver through the Oblivious Transfer technology. However, in the whole trans-

mission process, the sender does not know which message is sent to the receiver,

which ensures anonymity in the information query process. Naor and Pinkas pro-

posed a reusable 1-out-of-N OT protocol based on the Diffie-Hellman hypothesis,

which was also the first n-choose 1 inadvertence transport protocol. The following

uses 1-out-of-2 OT protocol as an example, The Alice inputs a string (X0, X1), and

the Bob gets the output Xr by inputting a bit r, (in this process, the Alice cannot

determine whether the Bob’s input is equal to 0 or 1, while the Bob inputs a bit r,

and can only get Xr, not X1−r).

DGK Comparison Protocol

DGK comparison protocol is an efficient and secure comparison protocol under

semi-honest model proposed by Damgard et al. This protocol uses the additive ho-

momorphism of homomorphic encryption to efficiently solve the millionaire problem.

DGK protocol starts xOR calculation from the high level until xOR value is 1. The

comparison result of this key bit can determine the size of two binary numbers. Sup-

pose two binary numbers are represented by ma and mb respectively, and 1 < i ≤ l,

where l is the length of the binary number and i is the ordinal number of the binary
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Algorithm 1 1-out-of-2 OT protocol
Input: (X0, X1), r
Output: Xr

1: Prover: Select random number a, C ← Zq . To calculate the ga, Ca.

2: Verifier: random number k, PKr = gk, PK1−r = C

gk
, Send PK0 to the prover.

3: Prover: Calculate the PKa
0
, PKa

1
= Ca

PKa
0

.

Perform encryption
E0 = (ga, H((PKa

0
), 0)

⊕
X0)

E1 = (ga, H((PKa
1
), 1)

⊕
X1)

Send E0 and E1 to the verifier.
4: Verifier: Calculate the H((PKr)a, r)← H((ga)k, r).

Xr = Er

⊕
H((PKr)a, r).

5: end

number. Under the explicit text, the following formula is calculated to obtain the

comparison result, if ci = 0 then prove that ma < mb.

ci = 1 +ma,i −mb,i + 3

l−1∑

j=i+1

(ma,i

⊕
mb,i) (1)

If the comparison is made in ciphertext, the final comparison result can be obtained

by calculating the following formula. For example, [ma,i] indicates the ciphertext

that uses the public key of the encryption algorithm to encrypt ma,i.

[ci] = [s+ma,i −mb,i + 3
l−1∑

j=i+1

(ma,i

⊕
mb,i)]

= [s] · [ma,i] · [mb,i]
−1 · (

l−1∏

j=i+1

[ma,j

⊕
mb,j ])

3

(2)

After we get the value of [ci], in order to prevent the disclosure of secrets, we also

need to blind the value of [ci]. Finally, decrypt it. If the decryption result is 0, prove

m1 < m2.

Improved DGK Comparison Protocol Based on Zero-Knowledge
Proof (ZKP-DGK)
In this scheme, the behavior of clients is constrained by zero-knowledge proof, and

the comparison computing task in the original DGK protocol is handed over to the

cloud service provider. As long as the cloud service provider is semi-honest, it will

not disclose any privacy, and can correctly conduct secure multi-party computation.

Initialization phase

The public-private key pair generation mechanism of the participating subjects uses

the key generation algorithm in the AH-ElGamal encryption algorithm. After the

initialization setting to generate data, suppose there are clients A, B and the server

C. The server randomly selects two large prime numbers a and b, let n = ab, and

chooses two generating elements g and h from Z∗
n. Each client randomly selects the

number x in Zn as its private key and satisfies y as the public key, and the public-

private key pairs of each subject are denoted as (y1, x1), (y2, x2) and (y3, x3), the
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encryption form is C = E(m) = (c1, c2) = (gmyr, hr), the decryption form is

gm = c1(c
x
2)

−1, and m can be decrypted according to the exponential table. The

protocol scheme is broadly carried out in four phases, and each client needs to

submit the corresponding zero-knowledge proofs in each phase.

Exponential multiplication phase

Clients A and B use server C’s public key to encrypt their plaintext information

ma,i and mb,i respectively, and the encryption format is AH-ElGmal encryption

algorithm mentioned above. Similarly, the encrypted ciphertext of client A is Ca,i =

E(ma,i) = (c1,i, c2,i) = (gma,iy
ra,i

3 , hra,i), and the encrypted ciphertext of client B

is Cb,i = E(mb,i) = (c′1,i, c
′
2,i) = (gmb,iy

rb,i
3 , hrb,i). ra,i and rb,i are random numbers

selected by clients A and B during the encryption, which are visible only to clients.

ma,iandmb,i are the comparative plaintext of A and B. ma,i is composed of l bits

of binary numbers, where i represents the number of bits in binary. For example,

ma,i represents the ith bit of ma, where 0 < i ≤ l.

Figure 2 Exponential multiplication phase

• Clients A and B each encrypt each bit to obtain {Ca,l, Ca,l−1...Ca,1}and

{Cb,l, Cb,l−1...Cb,1}. Client B sends all ciphertexts to A for encryption.

• After client A gets the ciphertext of B, client A uses its plaintext value ma,i

to perform exponential operation on the ciphertext of client B and adds a

random number r0 to hide the plaintext of ma,i. In order to ensure the de-

cryptibility of the encryption algorithm, the second part of the ciphertext is

processed in the same way, and finally the ciphertext Ca∗b = (c∗1,i, c
∗
2,i) =

(gma,imb,iy
ma,irb,i+r0
3 , hma,irb+r0) is obtained, and the obtained ciphertext is

sent to server C, and the discrete logarithm encryption proof is submitted.

• The server C can get the value of ma,imb,i after decrypting the ciphertext.

Then, find the serial number ma,imb,i = 0 in the result and mark it as kn.

Additive homomorphism phase

Figure 3 Additive homomorphism phase

• Client A multiplies B’s ciphertext kn bit with his own ciphertext to get

Ca,iCb,i = (c1,i × c′1,i, c2,i × c′2,i) = (gma,i+mb,iy
ra,i+rb,i
3 , hra,i+rb,i). and sends

it to server C.

• The server C decrypts each of the ciphertexts. Get m1,i + m2,i from

gma,i+mb,i = c1,i × c′1,i(c2,i × c′2,i)
−x3 = gma,i+mb,iy

rai+rb,i
3 (hra,i+rb,i)−x3

• The server C calculates xOR value c⊕ by the following formula:

c⊕ = m1,i +m2,i − 2ma,imb,i (3)

• The server C finds the first sequence number i from c⊕ that is 0, denoted as

the key comparison bit t.
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Figure 4 The OT phase

The OT phase

• Before this phase, clients A and B need to combine their public keys to gen-

erate the joint public key y′ = y1 ∗ y2. The joint public key here adopts the

idea of threshold decryption for the final result to be decrypted and verified

jointly by A and B, so as to avoid the evil of one party.

• Clients A and B use the joint public key y′ to generate ciphertext C ′
a,i =

E′(ma,i) = (ca,i, c
′
a,i) = (gma,iy′ra,i , hra,i) and C ′

b,i = E′(mb,i) = (cb,i, c
′

b,i) =

(gmb,iy′rb,i , hrb,i), respectively.

• 1-out-of-N OT: The server C enters the number t. Clients A and B enter all

C ′
a,i and C ′

b,i, which are calculated by the OT protocol. The server C finally

gets the ciphertext of C ′
a,t and C ′

b,t two key bits.

• The server C calculates C∗ to get the final comparison result:

c∗1 = g × ca,t × c−1

b,t = g1+ma,t−mb,ty′ra,trb,t (4)

c∗2 = c′a,t × c′−1

b,t = hra,t−rb,t (5)

Send C∗ = (c∗1, c
∗
2) to clients A and B.

Verification phase

Figure 5 Verification phase

• After obtaining the ciphertext comparison result C∗, clients A and B jointly

decrypt the result to obtain g1+ma,t−mb,t . If g1+ma,t−mb,t is 1 then ma < mb

is proved.

Zero knowledge proof process
Binary format proof

The zero-knowledge proof in this paper uses Fiat-Shamir heuristic algorithm to re-

place all challenges with hash values, and this method can be used to transform

interactive zero-knowledge proof into non-interactive zero-knowledge proof. Algo-

rithm 1 is described as follows: There is ciphertex Ca,i = E(ma,i) = (c1, c2) =

(gma,iyra,i, hra,i). The prover proves to the verifier that ma,i in c1 is the correct

binary format [6].

Proof of ciphertext format correctness

Algorithms 2 and 3 are described as follows: The participants need to prove that

and in Ca,i = E(ma,i) = (c1, c2) = (gma,iyra,i, hra,i) are encrypted in accordance

with the AH-ElGamal encryption form. The proof is divided into two parts: repre-

sentation proof and discrete logarithm proof.
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Algorithm 2 Binary Format Proof

Input: Proof
Ca,i

1,0 (c1,ma,i, rr,i), random numbers λ1,λ2,λ3, Challenge C , total number l

Output: V erify
Ca,i

1,0 (Proof
Ca,i

1,0 , c1)

1: Prover:
2: for i = 1, i 6 l do
3: t1 = gλ1yλ2

4: t2 = gλ1ma,iyλ3

5: H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

p is a secure one-way hash function.The Prover computes Challenge C through

a random oracle: C = H(g, y, t1, t2)
6: s1 = ma,iC + λ1

7: s2 = ra,iC + λ2

8: s3 = ra,i(C − s1) + λ3

9: endfor

1: Verifier:
2: if cC

1
t1 = gs1ys2 , c

C−s1
1

t2 = g0ys3 then

V erify
Ca,i

1,0 = 1

3: else

V erify
Ca,i

1,0 = 0

Algorithm 3 Proof of Part c1
Input: Proofc1 (c1,ma,i, rr,i), random numbers β1,β2, Challenge C , total number l
Output: V erifyc1 (Proofc1 , c1)
1: Prover:
2: for i = 1, i 6 l do
3: t = gβ1yβ2

4: H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

p is a secure one-way hash function.The Prover computes Challenge C through

a random oracle: C = H(g, y, c1, t)
5: s1 = ma,iC + β1

6: s2 = ra,iC + β2

7: endfor

1: Verifier:
2: if t× cC

1
= gs1 × ys2 then

V erifyc1 = 1
3: else

V erifyc1 = 0

• Part c1: The ciphertext is Ca,i = E(ma,i) = (c1, c2) = (gma,iyra,i, hra,i), 1 <

i ≤ l. Prover knows that witness(ma,i, ra,i) and proves that c1 = gma,iyra,i

holds.

• Part c2: The ciphertext is Ca,i = E(ma,i) = (c1, c2) = (gma,iyra,i, hra,i), 1 <

i ≤ l. Prover knows that witness(ra,i) and proves that c2 = hra,i holds.

Algorithm 4 Proof of Part c2
Input: Proofc2 (c2, rr,i), random numbers β3, Challenge C , total number l
Output: V erifyc2 (Proofc2 , c2)
1: Prover:
2: for i = 1, i 6 l do
3: t = hβ3

4: H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

p is a secure one-way hash function.The Prover computes Challenge C through

a random oracle: C = H(h, c2, t)
5: s = β3 − Cra,i
6: endfor

1: Verifier:
2: if t× cC

2
× hs = t then

V erifyc2 = 1
3: else

V erifyc2 = 0
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Random Number Consistency Proof

The encryption format used in this scheme is (c1, c2) = (gma,iyra,i , hra,i). Since

there are two ciphertexts c1 and c2, c2 is used for decryption. If c1 and c2 are

inconsistent during the encryption, the decryption operation cannot be carried out

normally. Therefore, it is necessary to prove that ra,i of c1 and c2 are consistent.

Algorithm 5 is described as follows: There is ciphertext Ca,i = (Ca,l, Ca,l−1, Ca,l−2,

Ca,l−3...Ca,1), where Ca,i = E(ma,i) = (c1, c2) = (gma,iyra,i , hrb,i), 0 < i ≤ l. The

Prover knows witness (ma,i, ra,i) and shows that ra,i = rb,i in (gma,iyra,i , hrb,i).

Algorithm 5 Random Number Consistency Proof

Input: Proof
Ca,i
r (c1,ma,i, rr,i), random numbers γ1,γ2,γ3, Challenge C , total number l

Output: V erify
Ca,i
r (Proof

Ca,i
r , c1, c2)

1: Prover:
2: for i = 1, i 6 l do
3: t = gγ1yγ2hγ3

4: H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

p is a secure one-way hash function.The Prover computes Challenge C through

a random oracle: C = H(g, y, t1, t2)
5: s1 = γ1 −ma,iC
6: s2 = γ2 − ra,iC
7: s3 = γ3 − rb,iC
8: endfor

1: Verifier:
2: z = c1c2 = gma,iyra,ihrb,i

3: if gs
1
ys
2
hs
3
zC = t then

V erify
Ca,i
r = 1

4: else

V erify
Ca,i
r = 0

Ciphertext Consistency Proof

Since this scheme uses multiple rounds of comparison, it is necessary to ensure that

the plaintext information contained in the ciphertext submitted by participants in

each round is consistent.

Algorithm 6 is described as follows:The encryption format is Ca,i = (Ca,l, Ca,l−1,

Ca,l−2, Ca,l−3...Ca,1), where Ca,i = E(ma,i) = (c1, c2) = (gma,iyra,i , hrb,i), 0 < i ≤

l. The ciphertext c1 = gma,iyra,i in the first round and c′1 = gm
′

a,iyra,i in the second

round are set. We need to prove that ma,i is consistent with m′
a,i.

Algorithm 6 Ciphertext Consistency Proof
Input: Proofma,i (Ca,i, c

′

a,i), total number l

Output: V erifyma,i (Proofma,i , c1, c2)
1: Prover:
2: for i = 1, i 6 l do

3: z = c1 × c′−1

1
= g

ma,i−m′

a,iy
ra,i−r′a,i

3

4: endfor

1: Vierfier:

2: if z = y
ra,i−r′a,i

3
then

V erify
Ca,i
r = 1

3: else

V erify
Ca,i
r = 0
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Security and Fairness analysis
Security analysis

Since the objective of this scheme is to apply under the malicious participant model,

a security analysis of the zero-knowledge proofs submitted in the scheme is required.

Binary format proof

Suppose there exists a malicious adversary A′ that is able to construct a new chal-

lenge C ′ by imitating the challenge C of the random oracle and constructs a re-

sponse s1, s2, s3, while submitting a false proof Proof
Ca,i

1,0 (Ca,i,ma,i, rr,i). Then A

can get cC−C′

1 = gs1−s′
1ys2−s′

2 and c
C−s1+C′

−s′
1

1 = g0ys3−s′
3 by combining equations,

and then the ma,i and ra,i values of the ciphertext can be obtained by equations

(s1 − s′1)(C1 − C ′
1)

−11 and (s2 − s′2)(C1 − C ′
1)

−1, so the plaintext is completely

compromised. However, in the case that the security parameter is large enough, the

malicious adversary A′ has to guess the same C ′ from the random prediction ma-

chine under the satisfied condition, which is considered infeasible, and after guessing

C ′ and to get the value of t1 at the same time, but the value of t1 needs to be found

by the discrete logarithm values of λ1 and λ2. The difficulty is to solve the discrete

logarithm problem on Gp in polynomial time, which is also considered infeasible, so

the assumption is not valid.

Proof of ciphertext format correctness

Since the ciphertext encryption format of the participants takes AH-ElGamal en-

cryption algorithm, the protocol participants need to ensure that the ciphertext is

encrypted in the form of Ca,i = E(ma,i) = (c1, c2) = (gma,iyra,i, hra,i). Therefore,

this scheme requires the participants to submit two proofs of and respectively. The

following is an example of part c1.

• Part c1: Suppose that the malicious client A′ can construct a new challenge

C ′ by imitating the challenge C of the random oracle. then the value of the

ciphertext ma,i can be obtained by combining the equation (s1 − s′1)(C1 −

C ′
1)

−1, and then the value of the random number ra,i can be obtained by (s2−

s′2)(C1 − C ′
1)

−1. Thus, the ciphertext c1 is breached, resulting in the leakage

of the plaintext. In the same way as the binary format proof analysis, the

cheating client A′ has to guess the same C ′ from the random prophecy machine

under the satisfied condition, which is considered infeasible with sufficiently

large security parameters.

• Part c2: It is assumed that the cheating participant A′ can forge an identical

response s′, and then the r value of the ciphertext can be obtained by com-

bining the equation s−s′

C−C′
. In this way, the ciphertext c2 is broken, leading

to the disclosure of the random number ra,i. In the same way as the above

analysis, cheating participant A′ would have to guess the same C ′ from the

random predictor if the conditions were satisfied, which would be considered

infeasible if the safety parameters were large enough.

The analysis proves that it is not feasible for the malicious adversary A′ to forge

a false proof in all stages of the scheme. And neither client A nor B under the

malicious model is involved in the comparison calculation, so as long as the referee

follows the protocol correctly, then clients A and B under the malicious model will
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not affect the security of the scheme, and the security of the remaining phases can

be referred to the security proof of the DGK protocol.

Exponential multiplication phase

In the exponential multiplication phase of the ZKP-DGK scheme, client A needs to

exponentiate the ciphertext of client B with its own plaintext, and then add a ran-

dom number r0 to construct the ciphertext form of C
ma,i

b,i yr03 = gma,imb,iy
ma,irb,i+r0
3 .

This proof can be analyzed by the discrete logarithm proof, and by the same token,

it is infeasible for the client A to try to forge a false proof. And in additive homo-

morphism phase, since the ciphertext is bound using the Pedersen commitment, it

is also secure enough for A and B.

In the third stage, the clients A and B need to encrypt with the joint public key

y′ and submit a ciphertext correctness proof, similar to the first stage. Since the

server C in the ZKP-DGK scheme is a semi-honest model, and neither client A nor

B under the malicious model is involved in the comparison calculation, as long as

the server C follows the protocol correctly, then even if clients A and B are malicious

adversaries, the security of the scheme will not be affected, and the security of the

remaining phases can be proved by referring to the security of the DGK protocol.

Fairness analysis

Since this scheme assumes that the clients are malicious models and a semi-honest

server C is introduced, it is necessary to consider whether there is information

leakage in each stage of data interaction and ciphertext computation in this scheme.

Exponential multiplication phase

For malicious clients A and B, they both want to maximize their gains, so this

subsection first analyzes whether the clients A and B can access each other’s secret

input. In the first phase, client A exponentiates the secret message received from

B with its own plaintext to get C
ma,i

b,i . To avoid the leakage of A’s plaintext and

add a random number r0 to hide ma,i one step deeper to get gma,imb,iy
ma,irb,i+r0
3

and submit a proof of ciphertext format correctness. In this process, for client A, it

will not know any information about mb,i because A only performs the exponential

operation on Cb,i. For client B, the value of the plaintext ma,i is not queried through

the exponential table because of the random number r0. For the server C, the server

C can only decrypt the value of ma,i and mb,i multiplied from gma,imb,iy
ma,irb,i+r0
3 ,

but does not get the specific values of ma,i and mb,i.

Additive homomorphism phase

At this stage client A needs to multiply its own ciphertext Ca,i with client B’s

ciphertext Cb,i to get Ca,iCb,i = (gma,i+mb,iy
ra,i+rb,i
3 , hra,i+rb,i). This stage is the

same as the previous stage of the proof, where clients A and B cannot get any

explicit information about ma,i and mb,i. For server C, who has information about

ma,imb,i as well as ma,i +mb,i at this point, it is fair for all parties involved since

server C does not have the ability to determine the specific explicit value of ma,i or

mb,i based on ma,imb,i and ma,i +mb,i.
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The OT phase

This phase of oblivious transfer (OT) refers to the 1-out-of-N model in a black

box environment. That is, the server C inputs the sequence number t of the key

comparison bit, and the corresponding ciphertexts C ′
a,t and C ′

b,t are obtained by the

OT protocol. in this technique, clients A and B cannot know which ciphertext data

server C has obtained, and at the same time server C can obtain other ciphertexts

besides C ′
a,t and C ′

b,t.

Verification phase

At this phase, clients A and B need to decrypt jointly to get the final comparison

result, thus ensuring that A and B cannot decrypt privately. Since clients A and B

did not participate in the calculation process of the comparison results, and server

C needed to verify the submitted zero-knowledge proof, the clients could not do

evil. As for the semi-honest server C, as long as the server correctly carries out the

agreement, the fairness of the agreement will not be affected.

Analysis shows that, throughout the course of the scheme, neither clients A and

B, nor server C, have access to data about private inputs. Therefore, this scheme is

fair to the clients. The whole scheme not only protects the user’s private data, but

also limits the malicious behavior between data parties, which provides the basis for

some real-world applications, such as electronic voting, privacy auction, big data

fusion, and so on [51]. With the implementation of practical applications, the data

will become larger and larger, which will bring a serious burden to the network. A

large number of scholars have conducted research on this aspect [52], so the network

overhead will be the next step for this solution.

Conclusion

The security comparison protocol based on homomorphic encryption provides pos-

itive significance for the development of cloud computing, but the distrust between

data owners and the expensive computing overhead of full homomorphism still bring

severe challenges to cloud computing. This paper combines zero-knowledge proof

and partially homomorphic encryption, improves the DGK comparison protocol,

and uses the cloud server in cloud computing to replace the third party, and pro-

poses a security comparison protocol suitable for malicious parties. In this scheme,

zero-knowledge proofs are used to curb malicious behavior of clients. Compared with

fully homomorphic encryption, partially-homomorphic encryption not only guaran-

tees the privacy of ciphertext, but also has a smaller computational cost. During

the whole process, private information will not be leaked to any party, including

trusted servers. The final analysis shows that the scheme can achieve the security

and fairness of ciphertext comparison. In future work, we will continue to study

zero-knowledge proof, homomorphic encryption, edge computing, etc. and finally

construct a security comparison protocol under a completely malicious model.
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